split time brush
TIME BRUSH BY MONTHS AND PHONE WORKER AND THEIR CALL LENGTHS

Count of CallDataAndTimeStart by CallDataAndTimeStart

CallLength by call time start and PhoneWorkerName

PhoneWorkerName: Nana, Nesni, Alison, Allyssa, Ani P, Annie, Audrey, Sethi S, Chris, Civa, Carol, Debora, Qiana, Omnia, Emily, Erika, Florence, Pank, Sira M, Gregor, Rosalee, Hussain, Carl, Janel
split time brush
TIME BRUSH WITH TIME AND CHANGE IN ANXIETY LEVELS

Count of call time start by call time start

Count of Change in Anxiety Levels by Change in Anxiety Levels
Suicidal thoughts
ANXIETY LEVELS AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PRESENCE OF SUICIDAL THOUGHTS

Count of Caller issues - Suicidal Thoughts - 1st Party by Caller issues ---

Count of Change in Anxiety Levels by Change in Anxiety Levels:
None to None
Med to Med
Med to Low
High to Med
High to Low
Low to Low
Low to Med
Low to High
Low to N/A
Call stats
GENDER OF CALLERS

Count of Caller Information - Age Range by Caller Information - Age Range and Caller Information - Gender

Caller Information - Gender: **Male** | **Female** | **Other** | **Unknown**

- 0-15
- 18-20
- 21-60
- 61+
- Unknown

Values on the x-axis: 0K, 1K, 2K, 3K, 4K, 5K, 6K, 7K, 8K